
Examples of validation and verification

Andy Amphlett

•Validation and verification issues from Scottish vice-counties
•All examples were found using VCRs’ my county > data validation tabs



267 of 269 vc x grid ref mismatches 
from a single tetrad

In this case all site names and grid 
refs match, so just need to correct 
the vice-county.  All records are from 
MapMate.

vc72 – grid ref x vc mismatches



Grid ref is in sea.  RBGE is in monad NT2475 (and in different hectad). Richard Pankhurst also 
worked at RBGE, which adds additional support to that being the correct grid ref.

vc83



6-fig grid ref is at 184m AOD (just possible), but location is in middle of Penicuik.
Mid Hill is in tetrad NT16F (a different hectad), where there is a later record from monad NT1260
NB make sure both copies of incorrect record are corrected.  One record is from MapMate and one is from VPDB (and 
which had previously been confirmed.  NB recorder name spelt in two ways ... HEERN and HEARN.  Which is correct?

vc83



vc87 records from Abbey Craig – site name x grid ref mismatches

Abbey Craig

Incorrect grid ref

Incorrect site name



Remove ‘validation state’ from the query and rerun.  All look ok, except Babington record (confirmed) which may 
have incorrect date (wrong century?)

vc88



vc90

•Athyrium distentifolium – 239m AOD.  Grid ref and site name match.  From air photos location is river bank.  
Double check with recorder as very low altitude for this species.
•Carex rariflora - grid ref is for Glen Clova Hotel monad (circled in red on map).  The only hectad record.  Record 
has additional details; ‘Jack Road’ is Jock’s Road; Glen Fiadh is Coire Fee.  CHANGE grid ref to NO27 (hectad).  
Checking map found 3 further records in NO2576 (circled in blue on map).  All have spurious precision; CHANGE to 
hectad NO27.



University of Birmingham Herbarium – records from Scottish vice-counties 

Grid reference precision of records derived from herbarium 
specimens  dated prior to OS grid appearing on maps.  All grid 
refs likely to have been assigned to records in the process of 
digitisation.  Some grid refs known to be spuriously precise or 
incorrect.



Grid refs inconsistent

Site grid ref edited (was compartment centroid)

vc96



Site name includes a monad grid ref, that matches the locality name, but it 
does not match the actual site grid ref.  No other details.  Juncus castaneus is 
recorded from monad NH1534, but not from NH1133.

Check with recorder.  If not able to confirm where record was from, reduce 
precision of record to hectad, or Reject.

vc96



Example of a site where a 100m precision grid reference was most 
probably used as an approximate site centroid.  The coire extends 
into 2 tetrads  / 3 monads,  hence the grid reference can not 
sensibly be modified to a lower precision grid square.

vc96



Example of a site where a 100m precision grid reference was most 
probably used as an approximate site centroid.  The coire extends 
into 2 tetrads  / 3 monads,  hence the grid reference can not 
sensibly be modified to a lower precision grid square.

Therefore site grid reference has been altered to a centroid, with 
diameter 1km, (radius 500m).

vc96



•Spurious precision (monad) cf duplicate hectad records
•Change monad to hectad, or
•Change all records to NH90SE Quadrant
•Record dated 1958 may have correct grid ref, and is in 
same tetrad as other more recent records

vc96



•Record originally assigned to hectad NH63 (to right 
of yellow line on map)
•But site name ‘Lochan near Aldourie Pier’ clearly 
refers to NH5936 in hectad NH53
•NH53 is a ‘new’ hectad record

(Record has been edited on DDb)

vc96



•McCallum Webster was not born in 1875 or 1893.  Record dates are correct but refer to herbarium specimens 
listed in her Flora.
•Record by Graham (1944) – location is Ruthven Barracks.   6 fig grid ref differs by 100m from current location.  
Most likely a minor grid ref error (OS grid was only shown on maps post 1945).  But could be a stand now lost.
•Record by Wilkinson (2011) is a reserve compartment centroid and clearly refers  to current location.

vc96



•4 ‘new’ historic records added (in blue).
•2 incorrect McCallum Webster records rejected.
•Graham record assigned a site name and grid ref reduced to monad.
•Wilkinson record – site name edited and centroid grid ref replaced by accurate grid ref.

NB S. ebulus now shown to have been at Ruthven barracks since at least 1830.  Some edits relied on local 
knowledge of sites.  NH70 Atlas record not supported by detailed record.  Looks suspicious, but retain for now.

vc96



vc96

Example of a vc Scarce species, with doubtful 
entry on record card.



Ryvoan

vc96

Incorrect transcription of field notes into database.  Now corrected, but 
errors would not have affected Atlas 2020.

vc96



Duplicate records, one assigned to incorrect vc
Incorrect record from Scarce Plant Project (VPDB)

vc103



Grid ref (circled in red) 100km east of 
actual location (NL985419) 

•Incorrect record from Taraxacum database
•Same record as MM record below, with 
correct, more detailed grid ref

vc103

Record has been edited; see 
version history



•Grid ref is in sea, and c.500m south of location on 
map,
•Grid ref perhaps NM24035683, the 8 being 
misread as a 3
•So incorrect grid ref probably in correct monad

vc103



Carex chordorrhiza – vc108

Fictitious hectad record
(also included in Atlas 2000) 

4 records from monad NC5635 (1897 – 1949) from RDB Plants - historic records dataset (from VPDB).
No subsequent records from this monad, despite other more recent detailed surveys.  Monad grid ref 
likely to be spurious; if so, reduce to tetrad.



Grid reference x vc mismatches

vc95



Grid reference x vc mismatches

•Grid ref x vc mismatches close to vc
boundary are commonly created in MapMate
•This record, originally assigned to vc95 is 
actually from vc96
•Because the location is within 2km  of the vc
boundary it would still be mapped and 
included in Atlas 2020, even if the vc was 
incorrect
•But, it is one of only 2 post 2000 vc96 
records, so assigning correct vc matters



•vc105 – 147 grid ref x vc ‘mismatches’
•In reality all these apparent mismatches 
are due to errors (missing islands) in the 
NBN vc boundary layer used to calculate 
mismatches.  Ignore.

Grid reference x vc mismatches


